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Abstract
Geographic routing has gained much attention as a basic routing prim-
itive in wireless sensor networks due to its memory-less, scalability, effi-
ciency and low overhead features. Greedy forwarding is the simplest ge-
ographic routing scheme, it uses the distance as a forwarding criterion.
Nevertheless, it may suffer from communication holes, where no next hop
candidate is closer to the destination than the node currently holding the
packet. For this purpose, a void handling technique is needed to recover
from the void problem and successfully deliver data packets if a path does
exist between source and destination nodes. Many approaches have been
reported to solve this issue at the expense of extra processing and or over-
head. This paper proposes GRACO, an efficient geographic routing pro-
tocol with a novel void recovery strategy based on ant colony optimization
(ACO). GRACO is able to adaptively adjust the forwarding mechanism
to avoid the blocking situation and effectively deliver data packets. Com-
pared to GFG, one of the best performing geographic routing protocols,
simulation results demonstrate that GRACO can successfully find shorter
routing paths with higher delivery rate, less control packet overhead and
shorter end-to-end delay.
1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) consist of a large number of densely deployed
sensors that have communication, computing, and sensing capacities [1]. Al-
though sensors have power and memory constraints, they are multi-functional
with sensing, wireless communication, computation capabilities and low-cost
devices. For these reasons, WSNs are widely used in many fields as military
surveillance, disaster prediction, and environment monitor [1]. WSNs require
efficient routing protocols that adapt to the unpredictable and highly dynamic
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environment. The network topology may change dynamically due to node mo-
bility, node failure and various physical properties related to the propagation
channel (e.g., obstructions, noise, and power limitations) [2].
Geographic routing [3] is an attractive routing technique for large scale wire-
less sensor networks due to its low overhead, high scalability and memory-less
features. Unlike topology-based routing, it uses only local information about
the geographic location of nodes to determine, at each step, the next node to
forward the packet. Greedy geographic routing schemes consist of forwarding
data packets closer to the destination at each step of the routing process. This
can lead to data packets stuck in situations where the current node fails to find
a node closer to the destination than itself. These situations are later referred
as the void problem. Hence, geographic routing algorithms usually combine a
greedy forwarding strategy with a recovery mechanism to solve the void problem.
Several recovery strategies have been proposed in the literature, face routing is
the most prominent and effective one since it was proven to guarantee data de-
livery. However, it relies on assumption of a planar graph which is not always
achievable in realistic wireless networks and may generate long detours.
In this paper, we present GRACO a new geographic routing protocol that
combines a modified greedy forwarding (GR) phase and an Ant-Colony-Optimization
(ACO)-based recovery strategy. The main contribution of this paper is a ge-
ographic routing that dynamically avoids holes and creates multiples paths
around them. The ACO-based recovery phase will use ants to discover alterna-
tive paths if greedy is not possible. The ant packets are sent around the void
searching for route to a closer node than the stuck node to destination, then
the protocol can switch back to greedy mode until the destination or a new
void. GRACO greedy forwarding is assisted by pheromone trails from previous
recovery phases, which will prevent to return to the same stuck node.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the most
relevant related work in geographic routing, recovery techniques and ACO based
routing. Section 4 presents GRACO. Section 7 analyzes simulation results where
CRACO and GFG routing are compared. Finally, Section 9 concludes this work.
2 Related work
This section browses the different concepts of the literature relative to GRACO.
2.1 Geographic routing
Geographic routing [3] is a routing concept that exploits geographic information
instead of topological connectivity. It is localized, since only local information
such as the geographic position of the current node holding a packet and of
its one-hop neighbors in addition to the one of the destination are needed to
make routing decision. Thus, there is no need to transmit routing messages to
establish complete routes or update their states. Nodes do not have to store
routing table or write additional information in the packets either. Hence, the
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low-overhead, localized and memory-less features make the geographic routing
a simple and scalable routing concept.
A geographic forwarding strategy defines the next hop to which forward the
packet using only geographic information. Several variants of geographic for-
warding strategies have been proposed based on the way to exploit geographic
information to forward a packet toward destination. Greedy [4], Most Forward
Within Radius (MFR) [5], Nearest with Forward Progress (NFP) [6] and Com-
pass [7] are the most famous geographic forwarding strategies, they differ in
the way to exploit geographic information to forward a packet toward destina-
tion: the geographic distance, the largest projection, the shortest hop or the
angle respectively. Greedy [4] forwards the message to the neighbor that min-
imizes the Euclidean distance to the destination in each step [3]. Geographic
Greedy forwarding is loop free. Indeed, at each step, the message has to move
toward the destination and thus can not loop by going through a node it has
already visited [3]. However, Greedy forwarding may not always be possible
if all neighboring nodes are further away from the destination than the sender
itself. This problem is called communication void, local maximum phenomenon
or local minimum phenomenon. It is caused by deployment holes where the
forwarding process is blocked at a node called stuck node. The occurrence of
hole can be caused by many factors, such as sparse deployment, physical ob-
stacles, node failures, communication jamming, power exhaustion, and animus
interference [8]. An alternative mode called recovery mode is then needed to
Figure 1: The stuck node has no positive progress neighbors to D. Although a
path to D exists, the stuck node can not progress the packet using GF.
guarantee delivery otherwise the packet has to be discarded and the delivery
fails.
2.2 Recovery techniques
Solving the problem of communication voids in geographic routing in WSN is
the subject of considerable research, many studies have been focusing on this
topic and different solutions have been proposed. The existing void handling
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strategies can be classified into six categories [9, 10, 11] : flooding-based, planar-
graph-based, geometric, cost-based, heuristic, and hybrid.
Intuitively, the simplest recovery technique is flooding, initiated at the stuck
node and executed afterwards at all node receiving the stuck packet for the first
time. Original flooding and other advanced flooding-based techniques have been
proposed to recover from the communication void in geographic routing . These
techniques will certainly enable stuck packet to reach the destination if at least
a path exists, however, they are inefficient in terms of resource utilization.
Planar graph based recovery techniques rely on a planarization process and
a planar graph traversal algorithm. The planarization process consists of creat-
ing a plane sub-graph of the network graph where no edges intersect each other.
Face routing [12] was used as the basic planar graph transversal algorithm in
planar-graph based void handling techniques. In fact, it is the first geographic
routing algorithm to guarantee message delivery without flooding [3]. Face rout-
ing is applied on a planar graph of the network graph. The plane graph divides
the plane into faces. The line segment between the source node and the des-
tination node intersects some faces then, the packets will be forwarded along
the boundaries of these faces. Although face routing guarantees delivery, it is
energy-consuming since it may generate long detours and makes the packets fol-
low a succession of short edges [13]. Given the advantages of greedy forwarding,
it has been combined with face routing in order to reduce the global energy con-
sumption. Indeed, when the greedy fails to forward a packet, face routing is used
as a recovery mechanism. Afterwards, several routing algorithms using the com-
bination greedy face routing were proposed [3][14] such as Greedy-Face-Greedy
(GFG) [15], Greedy Perimeter Stateless (GPSR) [16], Greedy Other Adaptive
Face Routing (GOAFR+) [17]. Planar graph based void handling techniques
depends on building and maintaining the planar graph which causes significant
overhead especially in the case of large scale networks. Besides, techniques from
this class usually create long detours to overcome the void inducing extra costs
in terms of delay, overhead and energy consumption to deliver the data.
In geometric void handling techniques, the basic idea is the use of the geo-
metric characteristics to identify void regions. This category includes void pre-
vention solutions, such as the techniques proposed in [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24],
where holes are discovered in advance for the future use of routing to avoid
holes. These solutions usually start by a network discovering phase to detect
the boundary nodes and identify the voids and a forwarding mechanism that
exclude nodes located on the voids borders from routing process. This is ac-
complished by spreading information about voids to record the state of the
network, and sending feedback, which clearly increases the overhead and causes
energy exhaustion especially for the nodes located on holes boundaries. Besides,
nodes need much greater resources such as memory storage compared to other
void handling techniques in order to record the discovered voids information,
especially when holes have a very large boundary.
In cost-based void handling strategies a cost value will be assigned to all
nodes in the network depending of the destination and then forwarding packets
from a node with a higher cost towards a node with a lower cost. The definition
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of cost parameter depends of the protocol. The performance of cost-based void-
handling techniques depends on the number of destinations, the number of void
nodes, and network dynamics [9]. Techniques from this category works well in
static wireless networks with moderate number of void nodes with a limited
number of destination nodes under a relatively small network. Otherwise, the
recovery phase will generate hight overhead due to cost adjustment process and
the maintenance around void regions.
Heuristic void handling techniques consists of exploiting some additional
resources or using some inherent properties of network topology and some geo-
graphic properties of void areas [9] such as using alternative existing communi-
cation media in the network, or gradually increasing stuck node’s transmission
power to search for a positive progress neighbor, or passive participation by not
participating in the routing process while the node is enable to find positive
progress neighbors, etc. However, these techniques are not always effective, or
even possible.
Hybrid void-handling techniques, such as the one proposed in [25], combine
at least two void-handling techniques together to handle voids more effectively
and more efficiently. Usually, this combination increases the complexity of the
void handling technique compared to others from different category.
All the above cited recovery techniques work well in static networks. Any
change in void localization, such in dynamic networks, will require maintenance
process with extra processing, overhead and delay. To overcome these draw-
backs, we propose an efficient recovery technique for greedy forwarding based
on ant colony optimization. The proposed routing algorithm is a geographic
routing that is able to adaptively adjust the forwarding mechanism to avoid
the holes, create one or multiple paths around them and effectively deliver data
packets.
2.3 Ant colony Optimization
Ant colony optimization (ACO) is a bio-inspired approach from ants foraging
behavior. Real ants are able to find the shortest path between their nest and
a food source without any visible, central or active coordination mechanisms.
Ants drop pheromones, a natural chemical substance, on the path. The path
optimization is achieved by exploiting the pheromone quantity deposited. Then,
ants select a path based on the pheromone concentration deposited on the set of
paths found. The higher the concentration of pheromone on a path, the greater
the probability to select it. This indirect communication mechanism is called
stigmergy. In addition to that, real ants show an impressive behavior when
encountering obstacles on their way. Actually, they are able not only to avoid
obstacles, but also to find a shortest path around them.
ACO based approaches are very effectively applied to NP-hard problems
and result in good optimization. Networking field is one of the many do-
mains that have investigated ACO-approaches to design multi-objective and
multi-constraint routing protocols and solve issues like mobility, path optimiza-
tion, resource utilization and energy awareness. ACO was mainly proposed by
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Dorigo [26] [27], and it was widely used to solve network data routing problems.
Many routing protocols based on ACO meta-heuristic were proposed in the lit-
erature [28][29] [30] [31]. ARA (Ant Colony Routing Algorithm) [32] the first
ACO-based routing algorithm aims to reduce routing overhead and most of the
existing ACO based routing techniques in WSN and mobile ad-hoc networks are
derived from this algorithm [33]. ACO based routing uses two types of agents,
forward ant packets and backward ant packets. The first type of ants is used to
discover paths toward destination and the second one aims to drop pheromone
trails on the established path between the source node and the destination node.
[34], [35] and [33] provide comparative studies of ACO based routing algo-
rithm. Although ACO-based routing algorithms solve many problems such as
multiconstraints and multiobjective routing, in addition to path optimization,
these algorithms usually produce high overhead, since, in order to converge to
an optimized solution, they need a colony-like behavior, i.e. a huge number of
ant-like packets.
In this paper, we introduce GRACO, a geographic routing algorithm that
combines a modified greedy forwarding and a recovery technique based on ACO.
It is the first algorithm that uses ACO to assist greedy forwarding. It allows to
circonvince voids and provides multi-paths around them.
3 Notations and system models
We assume that all nodes are aware of their location through an hardware device
such as GPS or any other location mean.
We model the wireless sensor network as a directed graph G=(V,E), composed
of a finite set V of sensors, called also nodes, and a finite set E of links. A
wireless link exists between nodes U and v (the link Uv ∈ E) if U and v are
within transmission range of each other, i.e. |Uv| <= R , where |Uv| represents
the Euclidean distance between U and v. The directed link from a node U to
a node v is denoted −→Uv. The physical set of nodes which are in transmission
range of node U is denoted N(U) and called the neighborhood of node U ,
N(U) = {v ∈ V such as |Uv| ≤ R}. We denote |N(U)| the cardinality of
N(U), |N(U)| is the number of neighbors of U . We also define ND(U) the
subset of N(U) in which each node is nearer from node D than U itself, i.e.
ND(U) = {v ∈ N(U) such as |vD| ≤ |UD|}.
In the following, we call ”current node” the node trying to route a packet and
we use NextNode to refer to the next hop in the path of a packet.
We denote C(A, r) the circle C of radius r and centered at A. For two nodes A
and B, the circle C(A, |AB|) is the circle of radius |AB| and centered at A.
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Algorithm 1 GRACO(U) - Run at each node U upon reception of a message
M(U, D)
1: if U=D then
2: EXIT # U is the final destination of M . The routing has succeeded.
3: else
4: Ph assisted greedy(U,D)
5: if Ph assisted greedy fails then
6: ACO Recovery(U,D)
7: end if
8: end if
4 GRACO
4.1 GRACO overview
GReedy with ACO-based recovery routing protocol (GRACO) is a geographic
routing algorithm that combines two modes : a greedy mode and an ACO-
based recovery mode triggered when greedy mode fails. Algorithm 1 depicts the
GRACO behavior. In GRACO, a data packet is first routed using a modified
greedy routing that accounts for the pheromone trails. If a pheromone trail
exists for a given destination, it is used to select the next node. Otherwise,
the next hop is selected using plain greedy forwarding strategy. However, if
the packet reaches a stuck node (a node that has no neighbor closer to the
destination that itself neither pheromone trails), the node launches an ACO-
based recovery and sends some exploratory ants (Fant) to find a path. The
stuck node waits for a backward ant (Bant) to come back, if so, a path is
established and data packets can be sent. The data packet will be routed using
the same strategy as the Fant until arriving to the unstuck node, and then
switch to greedy forwarding again until its destination or another stuck node,
in which case, the same mechanism applies again. Both steps are now detailed
in the following sections.
4.2 Ph-assisted greedy forwarding
The greedy mode of GRACO consists of a variant of the plain greedy forward-
ing (GF). Plain GF is enhanced with the use of pheromone trails from older
recoveries detailed in section 5. Consider a node S that wants to send a data
packet to D. Before applying GF, S checks whether it has recorded pheromone
trails to D in order to avoid returning to the same stuck node. If so, that means
the greedy failed to progress a previous data packet during a previous attempt
for the same destination D and a recovery mode was been launched. For that
reason, S will use these pheromone trails to send the packet instead of the GF.
Otherwise, If there is no pheromone trail for D, S proceeds by using the greedy
method.
The example presented in Fig. 2 explains the ph-assisted greedy forwarding.
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(a) First Packet sent from S to D : greedy forwarding
phase
(b) First Packet sent from S to D : recovery phase
(c) First Packet sent from S to D (d) Second Packet sent from S to D : ph-assisted greedy
forwarding
Figure 2: Ph-assisted greedy forwarding
In Fig. 2a, S sends a first data packet to D, the packet is forwarded using
plain greedy until it arrives to the stuck node N5, thus, as shown in Fig. 2b, a
recovery phrase is triggred in N5, several paths are found, and pheromone trails
are dropped on the nodes belonging to these paths. The first data packet is,
then, relaunched from N5 using one of the paths found, as presented in Fig. 2c.
In Fig. 2d, S sends a second data packet to D, the packet is routed using plain
greedy forwarding until arriving to N4 where it finds pheromones to D, then it
uses a pheromone based forwarding which helps the packet to avoid the stuck
node N5. Thus, GRACO’s greedy mode is a Ph-assisted greedy forwarding.
The Ph-assisted greedy forwarding phase is summarized in Algorithm 2.
4.3 ACO based Recovery
Similarly to other ACO based algorithms, the ACO recovery uses two types
of ants to solve a problem : Fants (Forward-ants) to discover the environment,
and Bants (Backward-ants) to ”mark” the solutions found. In addition, GRACO
relies on a concept of zones, which plays an important role, that we introduce
in the following.
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Algorithm 2 Ph assisted greedy(U,D) - Run at each node U upon reception of a
message M(U, D)
1: if existPh(U,D) = true then
2: NextNode ← getNextNodePH(U,D) # There already exists a pheromone
trail to D
3: else
4: if ND(U) 6= ∅ then
5: NextNode← N st ||UD| − |ND|| = maxv∈ND(U)||UD| − |vD|| # tradi-
tional greedy forwarding
6: else
7: Ph assisted greedy fails
8: end if
9: end if
10: Send(M(NextNode,D)) # to send the message to NextNode
Figure 3: Different zones of U for the destination node D
4.3.1 Zones
Using the concept of zones [36], a node divides its neighborhood into 4 zones
based on its position and the position of D. Consider a destination node D, each
node U partitions its neighbors into two main zones: the positive progress zone,
later called zone1, and a negative progress zone. As shown in Fig. 3, zone1 is
represented by the intersection of the two circles C1(U,R) and C2(D, |DU |). It
gathers nodes in ND(U). Then, the negative progress zone is then partitioned
into 3 sub-zones: zone2, zone3 and zone4. Let α be the positive progress
angle and β the negative progress angle, as presented in Fig. 4, α is the angle
(−−→UB,−→UA) where A and B are the points of intersection of two circles C1(U,R)
and C2(D, |DU |), and β = 2Π − α. For a node v ∈ N(U), θ is the angle
(−−→UD,−→Uv). Node v belongs to :
- zone2 if α2 < θ ≤
α
2 +
β
3
- zone4 if α2 +
β
3 < θ ≤
α
2 + 2.
β
3
- zone3 if α2 + 2.
β
3 < θ ≤
α
2 + β
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Figure 4: Illustration of α, β and θ
4.3.2 Pheromone initialization
Before starting a route establishment phase to a destination D, the amount of
pheromone deposited on the links must be initialized. Each node U that has no
pheromone to D and needs to forward a Fant toward D, assigns a pheromone
trail to each of its outgoing links for D, i.e., an initial pheromone value φ0j is
assigned for each neighbor v in N(U) as j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and zonej being the zone
in which node v lies, knowing that φ01 ≥ φ02(= φ03) ≥ φ04. The motivation is
that, in most cases, shortest paths pass through the neighbors whose directions
are closer to the direction of the destination. Thus, the initial pheromone values
being bigger as the zone is closer to the destination, direction will favor ants
to choose these zones. As a result, this phase leads to a fast convergence to
a shortest path most of the time. The ACO-based recovery strategy assumes
that each node maintains a PhTable, a table of pheromone values assigned to
its outgoing links for different destinations. Whenever a node receives a packet
for a specific destination D, it searches in its PhTable for pheromone for D. If
such pheromone trail exists, it will be used to choose the next hop. Otherwise,
a pheromone initialization process is launched.
The pheromone initialization process attributes pheromone trails to all the out-
going links of a node. However, the not updated pheromone trails will be
evaporated as the time passes. If a link is unused, the pheromone level on it
should be completely evaporated by the end, thus, the corresponding PHTable
entry is deleted. In this way, the pheromone evaporation process minimises the
amount of data stored in the nodes.
4.3.3 Route establishment
The route establishment phase is accomplished using two types of ants: the
Fant and the Bant. The main role of the Fant is to explore the neighborhood
in order to find an alternative path. To do so, it drops on its way, a pheromone
track to the stuck node to be later used by the Bant. The Bant establishes the
route to the destination found by the Fant by dropping pheromone trails when
it goes back to the stuck node. Fant and Bant are small packets, they only carry
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Figure 5: Fant is considered by the closest node in each zone.
Algorithm 3 ACO Recovery(K,D) - Run at the stuck node K to trigger the
recovery phase by diffusing the first Fant
1: FANT (K,D)← CreateFant() # Stuck node K creates a Fant
2: NextNode Zone2 ← maxv∈Zone2(K)||KD| − |vD|| # the closest node to D in
Zone2 of the stuck node K
3: NextNode Zone3 ← maxv∈Zone3(K)||KD| − |vD|| # the closest node to D in
Zone3 of the stuck node K
4: NextNode Zone4 ← maxv∈Zone4(K)||KD| − |vD|| # the closest node to D in
Zone4 of the stuck node K
5: Broadcast(FANT(NextNode Zone2, NextNode Zone3, NextNode Zone4,K,D))
their ID, information about stuck node, destination, previous node and the hop
count.
The route establishment starts at the stuck node K. In each zone, K se-
lects the neighbor with the best progress to the destination. The Fant will be
considered and forwarded only by the 3 selected neighbors. The IDs of the se-
lected neighbors are stored in the diffused Fant. Whenever a neighbor receives
the Fant, it checks whether it is in the list of the selected neighbors, if not it
ignores the packet . In the example presented in Fig. 5, the stuck node selects 3
neighbors, N1,N3 and N5, each one is the the closest to destination in its zone.
The recovery phase triggered by the stuck node in summarized in Algo-
rithm 3.
Whenever a node U receives a Fant, it checks whether it is closer to the
destination than the Stuck node K or not. If so (|UD| < |KD|), U sends back a
Bant, the recovery can end and the greedy step resumes. Otherwise, U forwards
the Fant. Similar to other ACO routing algorithms [33], a node forwards a Fant
to the next node using a stochastic decision based on the values of pheromone
trails to select the next hop. Suppose that a Fant is currently residing in node
U. U has k neighbors v1, v2, ..., vk. We will note Φi the amount of pheromone
assigned to vi (or the link
−−→
Uvi). The neighbors of U will be partitioned into
4 zones. Consider Φzonei is the maximum pheromone amount assigned to the
neighbors of zonei, Φzonei = max {Φj \ vj ∈ zonei}. In order to forward a Fant,
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Algorithm 4 Forward Fant(FANT (K,D)) - Run at each node U upon reception
of a Fant for D issued by stuck node K
1: update BRTable(U)
2: if |UD| < |KD| then
3: # Node U allows a progress compared to the stuck node and can stop the recovery, U
sends a Bant to K
4: BANT (K,D) ← Create Bant(FANT (K,D)) # Node U creates a Bant to
send it back to K in order to drop pheromone to D
5: Forward Bant(BANT (K,D))
6: else
7: if existPh(U,D) = false then
8: initializePh(U,D)
9: end if
10: NextNode← getNextNodePH(U,D)
11: Send(FANT (K,D), NextNode) # to send the Fant to NextNode
12: end if
first of all, U selects a zone with probability Pzonei :
Pzonei =
Φzonei
4∑
j=1
Φzonej
(1)
U chooses a node vi in this selected zone with probability Pi:
Pi =
Φi
|N(D)|∑
j=1
Φj
(2)
Using the concept of zones, the ants are not completely blind, as in the usual
ACO based algorithms, they will be attracted, but not forced, to the right
direction. Besides the PHTable mentioned before, each node maintains also a
back routing table, the BRTable, to store information that will be used later by
Bants to go back to the stuck node. Whenever a Fant arrives to a node from one
of its neighbors, an entry is added to the BRTable. Fig. 6 shows an example of a
Fant F trying to bypass a void. F is launched at the stuck node, and forwarded
to N1, N2, N3 until reaching unstuck node N4. To summarize, Algorithm 4
shows the forwarding strategy of the Fant until it arrives to an unstuck node, a
node closer than the stuck node to the destination.
When a Fant reaches an unstuck node N , a Bant is sent back to the stuck
node. An unstuck node is a node closer to destination than the stuck node.
After adding an entry to the BRTable, N extracts the information from the
Fant, creates a Bant and destroys the Fant. Subsequently, N sends the Bant
to the stuck node K. The role of the Bant is to drop pheromone on the path
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Algorithm 5 Forward Bant(BANT (K,D)) - Run at each node U upon reception
of a Bant destined for K
1: update PHtable(U,D) # the Bant updates pheromone trails in the node U for the
destination D
2: if U = K then
3: Ph assisted greedy(U,D) # Send the data packet
4: else
5: NextNode← getNextNodeBRtable(U,D)
6: Send(BANT (K,D), NextNode) # to send the Bant to NextNode
7: end if
found in order to establish a track from K to N. Unlike the traditional ACO-
based algorithm, the Bant will not necessarily return to the stuck node using the
same path of the correspondent Fant, but it will use the pheromone dropped by
other Fants that used at least one node of its path. In the example presented in
Fig. 7, the Fants find two valid paths to an unstuck node, the first one presented
in green is a 4-hop-length path and the second one in pink is a 16-hop-length
path. A Bant, in this example, chooses to use the green path to go back to K
since it is the shortest path to K. On its way back to the stuck node, the Bant
updates pheromone trails in the PHTables. Consider a Bant arrives to node A
from node B, it will update pheromone track of the link −−→AB in the PHTable of
A :
Φ−−→
AB
= ΦB = ΦB + ∆Φ
where ∆Φ is the amount of pheromone added to reinforce the path to D, this
value depends on the quality of the path. Algorithm. 5 sums up the Bant
forwarding.
In order to improve the performance of GRACO, the stuck node is able to
relaunch the recovery phase n times, where 0 6 n 6 nmax, if it does not receive
any Bant in a certain interval of time.
ACO algorithms are based on the balance between two processes : intensification
( deposition of pheromone) and diversification (evaporation). The evaporation
rule is used to reduce the effect of old pheromone. Thus, for each node U , the
pheromone trail of its neighbor vi is evaporated periodically using formula (1).
Φi = Φi ∗ (1− α) (3)
where α is the pheromone evaporation rate, 0 < α < 1.
5 Multiple recoveries for the same destination
In its way to the destination, a packet may face different voids in a single path,
for that reason, in such cases, the recovery mode will be launched several times.
In order to reduce the effect of old recoveries, the pheromone added to a PHTable
will be marked by the rank of the recovery launched. A Fant will use only the
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pheromone of its recovery to decide where to go next. A Bant returning to mark
a good path, will remove old pheromone trails found in its way. Thus, a node
that received ants from different recoveries, will have, at the end, only recent
recovery pheromones in its PHTable .
Fig. 8 shows an example of multiple recoveries launched in the way from a
source S to a destination D. Fig. 8a presents the first recovery mode launched,
the ants find during this phase two paths to unstuck nodes. The data packet will
then choose one of these paths. If the data packet uses the pink path, it reaches
another stuck node, a second recovery mode is then launched. The new Fant will
use only its pheromone, otherwise, it cannot go out of the stuck node since the
pheromone dropped on the pink path are stronger than the initial trails of the
second recovery. The second recovery ants will find the blue as shown in Fig. 8b.
Since the second recovery finds a good path to an unstuck node, the first recovery
pheromones are no longer useful. The new Bant deletes older pheromone traces
and adds the new one. The next time the source node S decides to send a packet
to D, this latter will be forwarded using greedy forwarding until node N and
then pheromone forwarding, as presented in Fig. 8c.
6 Loop management
In the route establishment phase, a Fant may run into a loop. We prevent this
situation using a simple process to detect and manage a loop. The first time a
node detects a Fant in a loop, it assigns a loop flag to the packet and returns it
back to the previous node. Each node that receives a Fant with a loop flag, tries
to get out from this loop by sending it to another node then the one it came
from. If it is not possible, the node sends the Fant back to the previous node
in its path, using BRtable. And so on until the Fant goes out from the loop,
the loop flag is removed. In the case where the Fant returns back to the node
that first detected a loop, the Fant is cancelled. Consider the example of a Fant
F1 that enters in the loop ABC as shown in the Fig. 9a. F1 loop management
process is presented in Fig. 9, and described in the following steps :
1. Node A receives F1, it recognizes duplicate receptions of F1 based on a
memorized entry previously added by the same ant. Since A is the first
node to detect F1 in loop, it assigns a loop flag to F1. A does not add
any information about the duplicated ant in the BRTable. Then, it sends
the packet back to the previous node C.
2. C receives F1 and recognizes that F1 is in loop based on the loop flag,
C deactivates the link to the previous node (A) and tries to send F1 out
of the loop. Since A is no more considered (the link is deactivated) and
B exists in the BRTable of C (that means F1 already passed from B), C
couldn’t get F1 out of the loop, it decides then to return the ant to the
previous node (B). C sends F1 to B and deletes B from its BRTable.
3. B receives F1 and recognizes that F1 is in loop based on the loop flag, B
deactivates the link to the previous node (C) and it tries to send F1 out
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Algorithm 6 Loop Management(V,D) - Run at each node U upon reception of a
Fant for D coming from node V
1: if Loop F lag = 1 then
2: delete ph phtable(V,D) # delete ph phtable(V,D) deletes the ph trail to
neighbor V for destination D in PHTable of the current node U
3: if |N(U)| > 1 then
4: NextNode← getNextNodePH(U,D)
5: Loop F lag ← 0
6: else
7: NextNode← getNextNodeBRtable(U,D)
8: end if
9: else
10: Loop F lag ← 1
11: NextNode← V
12: end if
of the loop. Since C is no more considered (the link is deactivated) and
A exists in the BRTable of B (that means F1 already passed from B), B
couldn’t get F1 out of the loop, it decides then to return the ant to the
previous node (A). B sends F1 to A and deletes the entry of F1 from the
BRTable.
4. A receives F1 for the second time, it deactivates the link to the previous
node (B) and kills the ant F1.
By deactivating the links that lead to loop, the next ants will not come to
the same situation again. Similarly, deleting entries from BRTable will prevent
Bants to loop in their way back.
The loop management process is described in Algorithm 6 and Fig. 10 .
7 Simulations and results
In order to evaluate the performance of the GRACO algorithm, we simulated
its functioning under the WSNet simulator [37]. WSNet is an efficient event-
driven simulator dedicated to WSN, which has been extensively evaluated and
compared [38].
For a fair performances evaluation, we choose to compare our results against
GFG routing algorithm [12]. GFG is an efficient geographical routing proto-
col for wireless sensor networks that combines the greedy forwarding with face
routing as a recovery mode, it has been proven to guarantee data delivery for
arbitrary connected planar graphs [14] with low complexity added in terms of
routing overhead and additional latency of the recovery mode compared to other
geographic routing protocols [39] [9]. To the best of our knowledge, all more
recent geographic protocols that are able to efficiently encounter voids and guar-
antee data delivery with better performances, are only variants of GFG. These
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Parameter Value
Duration (s) 300
Routing GFG and GRACO
MAC idealmac and IEEE
802.15.4 CSMA-CA
Radio radio half1dk
Interferences none
Modulation bpsk
Field size 300 m×300 m
Communication range 25m
Number of nodes 250, 350, 450, 550, 650,
750, 850, 900
Density 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19
Table 1: Simulation parameters
protocols were proposed to improve the performance of GFG by modifying some
initial assumptions, such as using adjustable transmission range [40], which is
not relevant are our case. To the best of our knowledge, to date, GFG remains
the best geographic routing protocol that guarantees the delivery and considers
the same initial assumptions that we do.
We evaluated two versions of GRACO, the first one tries to minimize routing
overhead while maintaining good performance level, indeed, for a single recovery
step, if no Bant is back to the stuck node within an interval of time T = 1ms,
it is allowed to relaunch another set of 3 ants only once, nmax is then set to 1.
The second variant of GRACO focuses on guaranteeing the delivery, the stuck
node will then send a set of 3 ants periodically as long as no Bant is back. We
note GRACO V 1 where nmax = 1 and GRACO V 2 where nmax →∞.
We generate random topologies in a 300m × 300m region with 250 to 900
nodes and R = 25m. Each combination of topology and algorithm is run 50
times, which ensures a 95% confidence interval. To evaluate the impact of voids
on the performance of each routing protocol, each topology contains necessarily
void zones with different diameters and shapes. In each topology we choose a
set of 10 pairs of (source, destination) in such a way that there is always at least
one void to be handled during the routing process.
The performance of GRACO is mainly measured based on data packet trans-
mission delay, delivery rate and the routing path length (in terms of hop count)
in order to measure the robustness and effectiveness of the routing protocol
against voids. Besides, we measure the global data delivery cost including re-
covery cost. The simulation results of GRACO and GFG are given with 95%
confidence intervals.
We compared the performances of GRACO and GFG in two steps. We
started by simulating the performance of GRACO V1, GRACO V2 and GFG
with an ideal MAC layer, thus no collision is simulated. The choice of using an
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IdealMac was made to isolate the impact of routing algorithms only. In a second
step, we compared the functioning of GRACO V2 and GFG with more realistic
MAC layer, the IEEE 802.15.4 mac. We choose to simulate only GRACO V2
since it performs a better delivery rate than GRACO V1 with reasonable cost.
7.1 Data delivery cost
We measure data delivery cost as the total number of packets sent in the network
to deliver data from a source to a destination, including routing and recovery
control packets.
Fig. 11a presents the data delivery cost varying with the number of data
packets sent for an Idealmac layer. The cost of GRACO V2 is clearly higher
than GRACO V1 since the number of ants used in GRACO V2 is bigger than
GRACO V1. At the beginning, GFG seems to use less packets to deliver the
data than GRACO, but when the number of data packets sent increases, the
cost on GFG increases fast. GRACO V1 uses less cost starting the second data
packet sent. However, GRACO V2 becomes cheaper than GFG in the 10th data
packet sent between same source and same destination.
Simulations run on IEEE 802.15.4 show similar results. As shown in Fig. 12a,
the total cost of GFG is less than the one of GRACO V2 in the beginning, but
starting from the 4th data packet sent, the cost of GFG becomes much higher
than GRACO V2’s one.
The simulations proved that the more data packets are sent between the
same source and destination, the cheaper become GRACO comparing to GFG.
These results are explained by the fact that the number of packets sent during
the recovery phase in GRACO is bigger than GFG in one recovery mode. How-
ever, when the number of data packets sent between the same source and the
same destination increases, GRACO becomes cheaper than GFG since GRACO
launches the recovery mode only when the first data packet is sent, the next
ones will use the routes already found. As for GFG, it launches the recovery
mode every time a data packet is sent. Thus, the cost on GRACO for multiple
packets between the same source and destination is the same as for only one
packet, in contrary with GFG, the cost used to deliver multiple data packet will
be the cost of sending one packet multiplied by the number of data packets sent.
In Fig. 11b and Fig. 12b, it can be seen that the cost per packet decreases when
the number of data packets increases. On the other hand, the cost of GFG to
deliver a single packet remains constant.
7.2 Hop count
Fig. 13 displays the average length of the paths generated by GRACO and GFG
for different network densities. The path length is defined as the number of hops
followed by the data packet to travel from its source to its destination.
The simulations show that GRACO creates shorter paths than the ones
established by GFG. GFG may generate extremely long paths in some cases [41]
especially in low density networks as shown in Fig. 13. In the other hand, the
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ACO and the zone concept used in GRACO helps the algorithm create shorter
paths than the one created by GFG.
In order to bring out the multipath feature of the recovery strategy used
in GRACO, we count the number of paths found by each routing protocol. As
presented in Fig. 14, GFG uses the same path in all iterations, however, GRACO
is able to find multiple paths if possible. The few cases, that GRACO finds only
one path in all iterations is where it is the only path possible.
7.3 End-to-end delay
The end-to-end delay accounts for the duration from the time a packet is ready
for the transmission at the original source until it is received and decoded cor-
rectly at its final destination. In case of a set of data packets, it represents the
delay between the source sends the first data packet and the destination receives
the last one. Sources and destinations are randomly chosen in a way they are
in different sides of a void to trigger recovery process.
Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 depict the end-to-end delay depending on the number of
data packets sent with Ideal MAC layer and 802.15.4 MAC layer.
We can see that GRACO delivers data packets in shorter end-to-end delays
than GFG. Actually, data packets will be delivered faster using GRACO, as
it generates shorter paths than GFG. Furthermore, when the number of data
packets sent increases, the delay gap between GFG and GRACO becomes larger.
Indeed, when sending several packets from a source to the same destination,
GRACO launches the recovery only once, when the first data packet attempts
to bypass the void, the next ones will use the pheromone trails dropped on the
paths found during the previous recovery phase and will directly follow a short
path to the destination. At the contrary, GFG launches its recovery mode every
time a data packet has to bypass the void. Thus, GRACO delivers the data
packets faster than GFG.
7.4 Packet delivery rate
Packet delivery rate (PDR) is the ratio of data packets successfully received by
their destinations to all data packets sent by the sources.
PDR = number of data packets receivednumber of data packets sent
Fig. 17 plots the data delivery rate of GRACO V1, GRACO V2 and GFG sim-
ulated with an ideal MAC layer. It shows that both of GFG and GRACO V2
deliver all packets sent successfully. In the other hand, GRACO V1 performs a
delivery rate in the worst case around 92% . Thus, GRACO V2 guarantees de-
livery with an extra cost compared to GRACO V1, however, it remains cheaper
than GFG in terms of end-to-end delay and the routing cost specially when the
number the data packets sent increases .
GRACO V1 suffers from packet loss in some rare cases where Fants get lost
in the network specially in multiple voids cases, due to the random factor in
the stochastic decision to choose next hop. Even when the first data packet
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reaches its destination, the following data packets will suffer from the impact of
these pheromone trails, which explains the fact that the delivery rate of the first
data packet is always higher than multiple data packets. However, the effect of
these pheromone trails will be reduced with the time as a result of pheromone
evaporation. Indeed, the pheromone evaporation process is an important factor
in ACO meta-heuristic, called the diversification factor, it helps to eliminate
pheromone trails that may misguide ants and then to adapt to the dynamic
nature of the environment. At the end the bad pheromone trails will be totally
evaporated and new paths will be found. This depends of the evaporation factor
and the intensity of the pheromone deposited. For that reason, we can see, in
Fig. 17 that the delivery rate starts to increase again when the number of data
packets grows.
Fig. 18 shows the data delivery rate varying with the number of data packets
sent with an IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer. Due to packet collisions measured using
the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer, the data delivery rate of GFG and GRACO
degrades. However, the delivery rate of GFG is affected more than GRACO V2;
the GFG delivers less than 80% of the data, while GRACO V2 delivers up to
90% of the data.
This can be explained by the fact that the number of control packets used by
GFG is bigger than GRACO which has a significant impact on the performance
of the routing process with IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer.
8 Discussion on memory overhead
GRACO is not a memory-less routing algorithm. Indeed, as explained in Sec-
tion 2.3, the ACO-based recovery is accomplished using pheromone trails, these
trails will be memorized in PHTables within the nodes on recovery paths. A PH-
Table of a node memorizes the pheromone trails on its outgoing links. If a node
belongs to several recovery paths for different destinations, it keeps pheromone
trails for each of these destinations.
All pheromone trails evaporate periodically, the non-updated pheromone will
be deleted faster than the updated ones, thus, a node will have only updated
pheromone.
In addition to PHTables, each node in a recovery path stores a BRtable to
help Bants to go back to the stuck node. Every entry in a BRTAble will be
deleted after an interval of time that we fixed.
To ensure the loop management process, each node stores the IDs of the
received Fants in order to recognize the duplicated ones. The node will delete
these IDs after a time interval equal to the time-to-live of the Fant.
Hence, unlike GFG, GRACO is not memory-less routing protocol. In fact,
nodes of recovery paths store local information about pheromone trails to their
outgoing links, back routing information and Fant IDs for loop management
process. However, these information are volatile, and will be deleted after a
while, since they are only useful for a short time.
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The time interval to delete stored data is a recurring problem of cache mem-
ory, and is left out of the scope in this paper. In the other hand, simulation
results show that GRCAO outperforms GFG in terms of data routing cost, end-
to-end delay, data delivery rate and the length of generated paths. Besides, the
proposed recovery strategy creates multiple path around the void.
9 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented GRACO, a new geographic routing protocol able
to handle the void problem with very low added complexity. It combines a
pheromone assisted greedy forwarding phase and an ACO-based recovery phase
to efficiently avoid holes and recover from local minima. The proposed routing
protocol is fully localized, distributed, scalable, and does not require any graph
structure. Nodes, that are part of recovery paths, need to store local informa-
tion about pheromone trails, back routing and loop management. However, all
this information is stored for a short time, the evaporation factor reduces the
pheromone information, and other stored information will be deleted when not
useful anymore.
Besides the efficient hole avoidance, simulation results show that both GRACO V1
and GRACO V2 deliver data packets faster and cheaper in terms of data delivery
cost and hop count compared to GFG routing protocol. GRACO V1 provides
a high delivery rate with a minmum cost, in the other hand, GRACO V2 guar-
antees delivery with an extra-cost in term of end-to-end-delay and data delivery
cost that remains lower that GFG’s guaranteed delivery cost. Simulation re-
sults with 802.15.4 MAC layer show that GRACO outperforms GFG in terms
of end-to-end delay, data delivery cost and data delivery rate.
As future work, we intend to propose GRACO as a routing solution for
Smart Grid Neighborhood Area Netowrk (NAN). Smart grid is the next gen-
eration of electrical power grid. It integrates information and communication
technologies (ICT) to allow for reliable and sustainable electric power delivery
and to integrate renewable energies. There is no smart grid for all, every energy
grid will develop its own applications and services. Therefore, many services
and concepts related to smart grid such as Virtual Power Plant (VPP) [42][43]
and distributed energy and storage integration into the grid [44] are expected
to require partial or fully distributed control and the ICT deployed in parallel
to the electrical grid should be scalable and should not introduce additional
constraints to the smart grid development. For this purpose, we plan to study
and analyze the applications supported by NAN in order to define NAN com-
munication requirements, and to implement an extension of GRACO that takes
account of the QoS required.
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(a) Step1: Fant F1 reaches N1, N1 is not closer than the
stuck node
(b) Step2: N1 forwards F1 to N2, N1 chooses zone2 using
formula (1) then selects N2 according to Equation (2).
(c) Step3: N2 receives F1, N2 is not closer than the stuck
node to the destination.
(d) Step4: N2 forwards F1 to N3, N2 chooses zone1 using
Eq. (1) then selects N3 according to Eq. (2).
(e) Step5: N3 receives F1, N3 is not closer than the stuck
node to the destination
(f) Step6: N3 forwards F1 to N4, N3 chooses zone1 using
Eq. (1) then selects N4 according to Eq. (2).
(g) Step7: N4 receives F1, N4 is closer than the stuck node
to the destination, N4 sends a Bant to the stuck node to
mark the path found.
Figure 6: An example of a Fant searching for a path around a void
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Figure 7: Bant returns to the stuck node
(a) First Recovery (b) Second Recovery (c) path used by the second data packet sent
by the source
Figure 8: Multiple recoveries
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(c) B receives F1 with A LoopFlag, it deactivates the link to
C in its PHTable, sends F1 back to A and deletes A from its
BRTable
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(d) A receives F1 for the second time, it deactivates the link
to B in its PHTable and kills the ant F1
Figure 9: Detection and management of a loop
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Figure 10: Loop Management
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(a) Data cost varying wrt the number of packets sent
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Figure 12: Data cost - 802.15.4 MAC Layer
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Figure 13: hop count
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Figure 14: path count
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Figure 15: end-to-end delay varying with the number of data packets sent -
Ideal MAC Layer
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Figure 16: end-to-end delay varying with the number of data packets sent -
802.15.4 MAC Layer
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Figure 17: delivery rate varying with the number of data packets sent with an
Ideal Mac layer
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Figure 18: delivery rate varying with the number of data packets sent with
802.15.4 Mac layer
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